Pre-School Apps
Icon

Title
Interactive Alphabet

Amazing ABC

I Write Words

My First Words

ABC Alphabet
Phonics

Description
Every letter is a unique, interactive toy! Play the xylophone on the
'X' card, make the 'D'inosaur roar, 'Z'ip the Zipper, etc! It is a
hands-on, memorable learning experience for children.
This ABC's learning app is designed to enable your child to learn
alphabet letters in an enjoyable and rewarding environment. It
contains letter recognition with animated graphic and sound,
lowercase and uppercase letters tracing, and a game to test your
child's learning progress.
iWriteWords teaches your child handwriting while playing a fun
and entertaining game. Help Mr. Crab collect the numbers in
sequence by dragging him with your finger - and drawing the letter
at the same time. Once all the letters in the word are drawn
properly, a cute drawing appears.
This app has flash cards categorized by topics. There are 8 game
modes including listening and reading games. It is fully
customizable allowing you to use your own pictures and voice
recording.
Photo Touch is an exciting educational game that helps your child rapidly
learn the ABC by sight, sound, and touch. The interface is so easy to use
that even a 9 month old baby will delight in using this app. Ideal for ages
0 to 6.

My Very First App

These gently increasing stages of difficulty can grow and continues
to challenge them throughout their early learning years.

Basic Skills
Preschool

Letters, counting, puzzles, sizes, shadows, matching, colors,
shapes, differences, patterns and more!

Park Math

Teach me Toddler

Word Wagon

Super Why

Includes 2 levels for Pre-School and Kindergarten. Level 1-Counting
up to 20 and addition/subtraction with numbers up to 5. Level 2counting up to 50 and addition/subtraction with numbers up to 10
TeachMe: Toddler is an educational iOS app which teaches six
different age appropriate subjects: letters, abc phonics (letter
sounds), numbers, shapes, colors and counting. Parents can
choose which topics they want their child to learn and even
choose specific questions
Word Wagon includes more than 100 words, each with engaging
illustrations, animations, and sounds. Choose words from seven
different categories. Levels for Preschool through Grade 1
- Level 1: Letters – Learn the names of the letters
- Level 2: Phonics – Learn the sounds of the letters
- Level 3: Spelling I – Spell words up to 4 letters
- Level 4: Spelling II – Spell words up to 6 letters
Your child can play along with each of the main characters from
the TV series while practicing the alphabet, rhyming, spelling,
writing and reading.
Finger paint with thousands of colors and drop in playful stamps.

Doodle Buddy

BOB books V1

BOB books V2

Survival Signs &
Words
Safety Signs &
Words

A Story Before Bed

Starfall ABCs

In our books we created characters that have become beloved
friends of budding readers—and a learn-to-read teaching method
with great results.
Parents and educators have raved about Bob Books #1 - Reading
Magic. Now set #2 is here with twelve new scenes
Survival Signs and Words cover the basics of community
independence and survival. The program includes 60 key survival
signs and words such as: bus stop, cashier, do not enter, don’t
walk, exit, restroom, police, and many more.
Some of the safety signs and words included in this program are:
crosswalk, danger, do not eat, do not touch, fasten your seat belts,
keep off, keep out, watch your step, and more.
A Story Before Bed™ lets you record audio and video of yourself
reading a children’s book. Children can watch these recordings
anytime they like. Kids can practice fluency and teachers can
record books asking questions along the way. Great for centers.
Children delight as they see, hear, and interact with letters and
sounds in words, sentences, and games. They learn to recognize
letters and develop skills that will ensure they become confident
leaders

